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Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach for temporal modelling of long-term human activities based on wavelet transforms.
The model is applied to binary smart-home sensors to forecast their signals, which are used then as temporal priors to infer anomalies
in office and Active & Assisted Living (AAL) scenarios. Such inference is performed by a new extension of Hybrid Markov Logic
Networks (HMLNs) that merges different anomaly indicators, including activity levels detected by sensors, expert rules and the new
temporal models. The latter in particular allow the inference system to discover deviations from long-term activity patterns, which
cannot by detected by simpler frequency-based models. Two new publicly available datasets were collected using several
smart-sensors to evaluate the wavelet-based temporal models and their application to signal forecasting and anomaly detection. The
experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed techniques and their successful application to detect unexpected activities
in office and AAL settings.
Index Terms—Temporal modelling, wavelets, anomaly detection, Markov Logic Networks, activity entropy, smart-home sensors
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modelling temporal series of data is important in
many different domains, including disciplines as diverse
as hydrology or economics, but also to monitor and
understand human behaviours from wireless sensor
networks in smart environments [1], [2], [3]. Typically,
different processes require different models to interpret and
forecast new sensor data. The nature of the process, the
amount of required data and the extend of the forecasting
determine the kind of model finally chosen. Temporal
models should be able to capture the frequencies of
important event occurrences – e.g. the routine activities
performed by a home-monitoring system for the elderly.
Methods for frequency analysis (i.e. Fourier transform)
can reveal periodic patterns in the sensor data but, if
occurring only within specific time intervals, they fail to
determine when these periodicities start and end. Moreover,
short events that manifest in localized peaks of the sensor
signal are difficult to be captured by standard Fourier
analysis, unless a large number of frequency components
are considered. And even with a high frequency resolution,
temporal information – i.e. when those peaks are happening
– is lost in Fourier analysis.
In this paper, therefore, we propose a new wavelet-based
method that is suitable for modelling sparse periodic
and/or very short events in sensor data. Wavelet analysis
indeed has the advantage that it simultanously provides
temporal and frequency information of a signal with very
little loss of information, and it is therefore more powerful
than Fourier analysis in capturing and forecasting sensor
data in many real-world applications. One of these, Active
& Assisted Living (AAL), is an important application area
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Fig. 1. Wavelet-based anomaly detection system. The expected and
actual normalized entropies from wavelet-based temporal models and
sensor data, respectively, are compared by a HMLN-based inference
module that contains expert rules.
where good temporal representations of events can enable
the implementation of many useful well-being services [4].
To this end, our wavelet-based temporal model can
be used to identify patterns of human activity from
smart-home sensors and detect anomalies in the occurrence
of typical daily routines. The latter, indeed, have a
significant temporal component, which is often periodic,
but with occasional variations and very short-term events
(e.g. repeatedly opening/closing the fridge in the morning,
but only on weekdays). In particular, we adopt the anomaly
definition in [5], which considers the amount of motion in
specific locations as a normalized entropy beyond some
given thresholds. Note that the term “motion” is used in
a broad sense to include the activation of various binary
sensors, such as passive infrared (PIR) motion detectors or
contact sensors on doors, cupboards, etc. We also refer to
this type of motion in the environment as activity level.
In this work, we apply our wavelet-based representation
of human activities to a new anomaly detection system for
AAL (see Fig. 1). In particular, given a set of smart-home
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2binary sensors (i.e. motion detectors and contact sensors),
we build accurate temporal models to represent and forecast
their expected output. Then, using an entropy-based
method [5], we estimate the current and expected levels
of human activity. These two are finally compared by an
original inference system based on an Hybrid Markov Logic
Network (HMLN) [6], to detect potential anomalies. The
paper includes three main contributions:
• First, we propose a novel technique for temporal
modelling of (long-term) human activities based on
wavelet transforms. Among its possible applications,
this wavelet-based temporal model enables the
forecasting of smart-sensor signals for the detection
of potential anomalies, i.e. human activities that
deviate significantly from the norm. A software
implementation of this temporal modelling tool is
made publicly available.
• Second, we describe a new automatic system for
anomaly detection that uses a HMLN to combine
three sources of information about human activities,
namely i) actual entropy level from smart-home
sensors, ii) expected entropy from wavelet-based
temporal models, and iii) expert knowledge in the
form of logic rules.
• Finally, we present extensive experimental results
based on two large datasets, one previously recorded
in an office environment [5] and a new one from
a real elderly home, which we also made publicly
available. These datasets were recorded in MongoDB
format [7] for easy access and re-usability by the
scientific community.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Sec. 2 reviews state-of-the-art methods for temporal
modelling and anomaly detection with smart-home
sensors, including relevant public datasets. Sec. 3 briefly
introduces the wavelet transform and describes the
respective temporal models of sensor data. Sec. 4 explains
the entropy-based method used to represent human
activity levels in smart-home scenarios. Sec. 5 describes
the design of the HMLN-based inference systems and
its expert rules to analyse and detect anomalies in
human activities. Sec. 6 illustrates the architecture and
practical implementation of the anomaly detection system.
Sec. 7 presents datasets and experiments to validate the
effectiveness of the temporal models and the anomaly
detection in an office and AAL scenarios. Finally, Sec. 8
discusses advantages and disadvantages of the proposed
approach, suggesting directions for future work in this area.
2 RELATED WORK
A reliable temporal model of human activities can benefit
many smart-home and robotics applications for AAL [8].
Such model could help an automated system understand
the current scenario and plan opportune interventions, for
example by sending a mobile service robot to a human user
when it is more likely to be actually helpful.
Temporal modelling is widely used to detect regular
patterns in data. From time series analysis, a relevant tool is
the autoregressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA)
and its derivations [9], including the stationary process
case described by the autoregressive moving average (ARMA)
model. The main problem with these models is that they
may become unstable [10] or are only suitable for relatively
short temporal windows or known temporal trends [11].
Other non-linear techniques, such as Gaussian
Processes [12], could theoretically achieve the full
reconstruction of signals from mixture models. Similarly,
Ghassemi & Deisenroth [13] use periodic Gaussian
Processes for long-term forecasting. In [14], Poisson
processes are used instead as probabilistic models to
recognize patterns and, in combination with Markov
Chains, to identify anomalies in the data. These models are
typically robust against model instabilities, but they require
heavy computational processes.
A technique called FreMEn (Frequency Map
Enhancement) has recently been proposed for
spatio-temporal representations of robot environments
in long-term scenarios [15]. It uses Fourier analysis to
extract periodicities in sensor data, in combination with a
Bernoulli distribution or Poisson processes [16] to represent
binary information states. FreMEn is a simple yet effective
modelling tool, but it is not suitable to describe sparse or
very short events.
Wavelet-based methods have been used for temporal
modelling in many different fields such as drought or price
forecasting [17], [18], passenger flow prediction [1], human
motion analysis [19] or iris recognition [20]. Since wavelets
contain both frequency and time domain information, they
are particularly suitable to represent sparse non-stationary
signals.
Some temporal models are specifically tailored to
the specific sensor or data source. For example, [21],
[22] proposed spatio-temporal models of motion detectors
in which an anomaly is seen as a significant deviation from
the typical sensor response. Although relatively simple,
this approach is very sensitive to potential misplacements
or faults of the deployed sensors Alternative activity and
temporal models were proposed by [23] using 4D-fluents
(i.e. logic predicates that depend on time) to add a
temporal layer on the top of an underlying description logic.
[24], instead, proposed an Extended Episode Discovery
model that defines habits in terms of length, frequency
and periodicity for offline processing. In [25], the authors
compare three sequential activity models – Hidden Markov
Model (HMM), Conditional Random Fields (CRF) and
sequential Markov Logic Network (MLN) – where feature
vectors were generated during fixed-time windows for
on-line processing. These sequential activity models offer
a straightforward approach to anomaly detection, which is
not addressed in those works though.
Typically, anomaly detection systems are designed for
the specific sensor(s) used. Depending on the input data,
approaches may vary greatly. Wearable activity trackers
like the one proposed by [26], for example, provide rich
and continuous motion and pose information without
requiring any additional preprocessing. But wearables
can be forgotten, misplaced or misused by volunteers,
leading to false anomalies in the datasets. Automated
video sequence-based analysis, instead, does not require
explicit user intervention. However, extra effort is needed
3to extract meaningful information from the input sequences.
For example, Xu et al. [27] used a multiple one-class
Support Vector Machine (SVM) models to predict anomaly
scores, while Leyva et al. [28] used Markov Chains to
detect abnormal events on a video stream. Compared to
camera-based systems, smart-home sensors offer a cheaper
alternative for anomaly detection [5].
Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) are both a modelling
[29], [30] and inference [31], [32] tool, often used for
their flexibility to define rich models. They are able to
perform inferences using imprecise or incomplete inputs,
useful to deal with sensor faults and network errors. In
addition, they can blend both sensor data and expert
logic rules within a probabilistic framework for robust
inference in real time applications [33]. Compared to the
SVM and HMM-based system, the advantage of using
MLNs for anomaly detection is that they require a smaller
amount of sensor data to build their models and that they
better handle uncertain information [34]. SVM have been
successfully combined with deep learning (DL) techniques
for anomaly detection and achieved promising results in
high dimensional problems [35], but without exploiting
the available temporal information. The HMLN proposed
in this paper combines wavelet-based temporal models
and expert rules, mixing for the first time discrete and
continuous predicates, to infer about potential anomalies.
These expert rules allow also to overcome the lack of data
otherwise required to train DL-based methods.
Public datasets with labelled sensor data are important
to test and compare different algorithms. The dataset hosted
by Tim van Kasteren1 [36] offers a collection of compressed
Matlab files with several recordings of binary sensors (e.g.
open/closed doors; pressure mats; motion detectors). The
Center for Advanced Studies in Adaptive Systems (CASAS)
also provides an extensive collection of datasets2 for
activity recognition, in which every entry has a different
format, usually a compressed text or binary file. The Smart
project [37], even if focused on energetic sustainability and
consumption management, created a wide collection of
datasets from real houses, including smart-home sensors3.
All these datasets contain non-standard, plain text or binary
files which are difficult to handle by other researchers,
especially if of large size. They lack of an standarized
format and access mechanisms, suitable for systematic
data processing in big data. To our knowledge, there are
no smart-home datasets based on such standardised and
easily manageable formats. Our new dataset, instead, was
created by storing raw data in a MongoDB database.
This approach provides an accessible, platform- and
application-independent format readily available for other
research in our paper’s application area and beyond.
3 WAVELET-BASED TEMPORAL FORECASTING
In this section we present a novel approach to forecast
sensor data for human activity monitoring using a
wavelet-based temporal model. We start with a brief
description of the discrete wavelet transform algorithm, and
1. https://sites.google.com/site/tim0306/datasets
2. http://casas.wsu.edu/datasets/
3. http://traces.cs.umass.edu/index.php/Smart/Smart
then we explain how to tune and use this algorithm for
building our temporal model of the sensor data.
Standard Fourier analysis is useful for the frequency
decomposition of signals, but it does not keep important
time information. That is, we know which frequency
components are present in a signal, but not when they
are present. In addition, signal discontinuities are poorly
represented by Fourier transform, since its basis is non-local.
This is known as the Gibb’s phenomenon [38].
Wavelets provide an alternative representation that
overcomes the limitations of Fourier analysis. They
decompose signals into individual components, which
maintain both frequency and time information. Also, they
can effectively represent and provide localized information
about discontinuities. These advantages (i.e. time-frequency
and discontinuity representations) are very important to
handle the non-periodic and often “spiky” nature of
real-world sensor data, especially in the context of activity
monitoring.
3.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform
A discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a sampled wavelet
transform applicable to digital signals. Let us consider a
discrete time signal x[n] in the L2 space, with finite energy
and defined in the interval [0, N − 1] with a sampling
frequency fs. This signal can be represented using the
following orthogonal decomposition:
L2 = V0 ⊕W0 (1)
where W0 is the orthogonal complement of subspace V0
inside L2. The subspace V0 can be further subdivided into
two orthogonal subspaces V1 ⊕W1, and so recursively:
Vj = Vj+1 ⊕Wj+1 with j = 0, 1, . . . , Q
(2)
L2 = VQ ⊕WQ ⊕WQ−1 ⊕WQ−2 · · · ⊕W0
defines the Q-level decomposition of the L2 space.
The subspace VQ maintains the time domain properties
of the signal, whereas the subspaces W0...Q preserve
its properties in the frequency domain. These time and
frequency subspaces are generated by the following
function families:
Vj = span(φj,k : k ∈ Z),
where φj,k[n] = 2−j/2φ[2−jn− k]
(3)
Wj = span(ψj,k : k ∈ Z),
where ψj,k[n] = 2−j/2ψ[2−jn− k] .
The scaling functions φj,k are weighted and displaced
versions of a “father wavelet” function φ[n]. They can
also be obtained iteratively re-scaling a previous one.
The parameter j determines the scale and magnitude of
the corresponding scaling function, keeping the energy
constant. As a result, φj,k is only defined in the interval
[0, N2j − 1] . Values of j close to infinity will turn the scaling
function into a delta function, whereas the opposite will lead
to an almost constant (and low) value. Finally, the parameter
k determines the time displacement of the wavelet.
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Fig. 2. Geometric analogy for wavelet transform.
Similarly, every wavelet function ψj,k[n] is built scaling
and displacing a “mother wavelet” ψ[n], or recursively.
However, they are related to the higher frequency
components of x[n] instead of its average trends. Any
function x[n] belonging to L2 can then be represented by
the following linear combination of Q+ 1 subspaces:
x[n] =
N
2Q
−1∑
k=0
cQ,kφQ,k[n] +
Q∑
j=1
N
2j
−1∑
k=0
dj,kψj,k[n] (4)
where the averaging coefficients cQ,k and detail coefficients
dj,k are obtained using the following inner products:
cQ,k = 〈x[n], φQ,k[n]〉
(5)
dj,k = 〈x[n], ψj,k[n]〉.
This set of coefficients C and the original wavelets
are all we require to perform the inverse discrete wavelet
transform (IDWT):
C = {cQ,k, dj,k|k = [0, ... N
2Q
− 1], j = [1, ...Q]}
x[n] = IDWT (C, φ, ψ) .
Using a geometric analogy, this process can be seen as
a change of basis. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows a signal
x[n] in the vector space defined by the function family
Sj = span(δ[n− k] : k ∈ Z). The DWT of x[n], shown in
Fig. 2(b), is a representation of the same signal but with
a different basis defined by the functions in (3). The inner
products in (5) are then used to obtain the coordinates in
the new basis.
The DWT is usually performed by a bank of equivalent
filters [39], as depicted in Fig. 3. The input signal is
processed by a series of low- and high-pass filters g[n]
and h[n], respectively, and then subsampled to obtain the
averaging and detail coefficients. The figure shows also how
each group of coefficients is related to a specific range of
frequencies. Fig. 4, instead, illustrates the frequency bands
corresponding to the function families Vj and Wj . Here,
the detail coefficients (dj,k) concentrate on higher frequency
bands depending on the decomposition level, while the
averaging ones (cQ,k) belong to the narrow low-frequency
band.
Using wavelets, we can study a signal using different
frequency resolutions at once. Fig. 5 shows the scalogram of
a signal generated by an infrared motion detector, installed
in an office environment, over a period of 24h using the
dataset from [5]. In this representation, the x axis shows
the temporal displacement k, while the y axis indicates the
x[n]
g[n] ↓2
h[n] ↓2Wo
W1
W2
V2 c2[k]
d0[k]
d1[k]
d2[k]
Subspace Coefficients
g[n] ↓2
h[n] ↓2g[n] ↓2
h[n] ↓2
Fig. 3. Bank of filters configuration for discrete wavelet transform (DWT).
ππ/2π/4π/8 ω
WoW1W2V2
Fig. 4. Discrete frequency bands of the decomposition’ subspaces.
scale (or period) j of the DWT. Higher scale values of the
scalogram correspond to higher frequencies of the signal,
although with reduced temporal resolution. In the figure,
we can see several peaks representing sudden spikes of
the sensor data, repeated throughout the day, localized at
certain temporal instants. The vertical bar on the left shows
also the average energy per scale (or period) j of the DWT,
which can be interpreted as a discrete Fourier transform of
the original signal.
3.2 Parameter Selection for Wavelet Transforms
In order to fully describe a DWT, we need to
define its mother wavelet and decomposition level. The
mother wavelet is usually chosen through quantitative
or qualitative approaches. The former favour wavelets
that are visually similar to the decomposed signals. The
latter instead optimize specific parameters such as number
of components to describe the signal, fidelity of the
reconstructed signal, denoising capabilities of the chosen
wavelet, etc.
In order to obtain the best possible fidelity, in our model
we use a Mean Squared Error (MSE) criterion. Originally
proposed by [40], this criterion chooses the mother wavelet
that minimizes the error on the reconstructed signal.
Fig. 5. Example of wavelet scalogram for an office’s motion detector.
5The decomposition level is limited by the length of the
signal and by the chosen wavelet. Looking at the bank
of filters implementation in Fig. 3, we can see that every
decomposition level halves the length of the signal. A
practical rule is to stop the decomposition before the signal
becomes shorter than the length of the low pass filter g[n].
Let be L the length of the filter g[n] and N the length of the
signal. The maximum decomposition level is the following:
maxQ = log2
(
N
L− 1 + 1
)
. (6)
However, reaching the maximum decomposition level is not
always necessary. In [41], for example, the authors proposed
a method to choose the decomposition level based on the
sparseness (i.e. number of zero-elements) of the signal. The
same will be applied to our model to obtain a compact
representation of the sensor data.
Another relevant parameter is the coefficient
thresholding level. The number of coefficients obtained
from the wavelet transform is initially equal to the length
of the discrete input. Some of these coefficients, however,
carry very little information, especially if the mother
wavelet is optimal. We can discard coefficients below a
thresholding level, and still reconstruct the original signal
good approximation:
Cˆ = {ci ∈ cQ,k, dj,k | (ci > τ) ∧ IDWT (Cˆ, φ, ψ) ≈ x[n]} .
This approach is commonly used in imaged processing
to remove noise and perform lossless compression [42]. Here
we will use a statistical threshold, originally proposed by [43],
that preserves some statistics on the compressed signal. In
practice, we will use the set of coefficients Cˆ above a certain
threshold τ that still allows a lossless reconstruction of the
signal. All the remaining coefficients, below the selected
threshold, will be removed from our sensor data model.
3.3 Sensor Data Modelling and Forecasting
After introducing the wavelet transform and its parameters,
we can use them to model smart-home sensors and to
forecast their data. Our model is an efficient representation
of a generic temporal signal, similar to some compression
techniques commonly used in image processing [42].
Let us consider the signal x[n] generated by a
smart-home sensor over time. The sampling frequency
of the sensor data is fs. Our training model signal is
transformed into the wavelet domain using a 1-level
DWT decomposition. Since the input data is relatively
sparse (i.e. mostly containing localized activation peaks), a
higher decomposition level would not bring any particular
advantage to the resulting wavelet transform. We then
threshold the wavelet coefficients and keep a significantly
smaller number of them, while maintaining a low Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE). We can finally reconstruct the
signal using this small subset of coefficients and the inverse
wavelet transform (IDWT).
Our wavelet-based model M is therefore described
by this subset Cˆ of coefficients, a mother wavelet φ, the
decomposition levelQ, a coefficient threshold τ , the number
of samples N , the sampling frequency fs, and the time
reference t0:
M = {Cˆ, φ,Q, τ,N, fs, t0} . (7)
Once this model is available, it is possible to represent
the sensor output at a future time instant tf . The model in (7)
assumes that the sensor output has periodicity N starting
from time t0. The index ni of the sensor data sample at time
tf is therefore given by the following equation:
ni = d(tf − t0) ∗ fse mod N (8)
and the actual sensor data sample can then be obtained from
the reconstructed signal xˆ[n] as follows:
xˆ[ni] = IDWT (Cˆ, φ, ψ)[ni] . (9)
In Sec. 7.2.1 we will describe an empirical method to
determine the parameters of this model, including the most
suitable mother wavelet and the thresholding level of the
coefficients.
4 ENTROPY-BASED ACTIVITY REPRESENTATION
4.1 Normalized Entropy
The metric used in our system to describe anomalous
situations is based on the concept of entropy H of a
(discrete) probabilistic distribution P (x), as defined in
information theory. Entropy is invariant to probability
permutations and it describes the overall information
contained in the distribution as follows:
H = −ΣxP (x) log2 P (x) . (10)
Highly probable events carry little information, and
therefore reduce the entropy. On the other hand, uniform
probability distributions are characterised by high levels
of entropy, denoting situations with significant amount of
information (i.e. high uncertainty).
We normalize H using the maximum entropy of a
discrete uniform distribution. Such entropy is given by
the logarithm of the total number of possible outcomes.
Therefore, our normalized entropy Hˆ for a probability
distribution with entropy H and R possible outcomes is
defined as follows:
Hˆ =
H
log2R
. (11)
In an environment monitored by R sensors, the above
quantity defines a metric to measure the amount of
information that is associated to the events x detected by
the sensors. A method to determine the probability P of
an “activity” event from a motion detector was proposed
in [5] and it is described in the next section, extended to the
general case of binary smart-home sensors.
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Fig. 6. Example of probability distribution and normalized entropy of
motion activities in five different rooms. Mean and standard deviation
in case (A) are different when the ’Bedroom’ and ’Entrance’ probabilities
are swapped in (B). The total entropy for the whole environment remains
the same instead.
4.2 Activity Levels
We consider a network ofR binary smart-home sensors (e.g.
motion detectors, contact sensors, etc.) distributed around
different rooms, areas, or objects of interest in an indoor
environment (e.g. office and apartment in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11
of the experiments). We want to model the probabilities of
human activities associated to those sensors and compute
the normalized entropy for the whole environment.
In this case, the activity probability can be obtained
observing the sensor’s output during a fixed time interval
(i.e. 30 seconds). For example, motion detectors trigger an
event whenever something moves within their detection
field, while contact sensors can check whether doors have
been opened or closed. From this, it is possible to observe
for how long such activity was detected by sensor si, that is,
the amount of time T (si) that the sensor was “on”. Under
the assumption that there are no overlapping sensors (i.e.
each sensor covers a different room, area, or object), we can
define the probability P (si) of an activity detected by si:
P (si) =
T (si)∑R
j=1 T (sj)
. (12)
The distribution of these R probabilities provides
some information about the current activity level in the
environment, but it is not a good metric on its own
to determine whether such activity should be considered
“normal” or not. For example, the distribution depends
on the order of the considered sensors, and a simple
permutation of different sensor probabilities would change
the distribution’s mean and standard deviation. This is
illustrated by the example in Fig. 6: after the activity
probabilities of two motion detectors in different rooms
are swapped, the mean µ and the standard deviation σ
of the distribution change significantly, whereas the total
(normalized) entropy remains unaffected. The latter will
be used therefore to represent the activity level in the
environment as input for our anomaly detection system.
5 ANOMALY DETECTION
Markov Logic Networks can be used to combine different
sources of information for probabilistic inference. In this
paper, we use both smart-home motion sensors and their
wavelet-based models to analyse the difference between
actual and expected entropy, respectively, of the environment.
The first one represents the current activity level, whereas
the second one represents the most likely one. These entropy
values, together with direct sensor inputs and expert rules,
provide the necessary information for our MLN to detect
anomalous situations, as shown also in Fig. 1.
5.1 Hybrid Markov Logic Networks
MLNs combine both probabilistic and logical reasoning [44].
Briefly, a MLN consists of a set of weighted first-order
logic formulas or clauses. The latter include the following
elements:
• constants, which are possible objects in the domain of
interest;
• variables, describing a set of objects in that domain;
• functions, mapping relations between different
objects;
• predicates, defining logical attributes or relationships
over the domain’s elements, which can be
combined into more complex formulas using logical
connectors.
Functions, variables and constants are called terms. If
they do not contain variables, they are ground terms. A
predicate that contains only ground terms is a ground
predicate. When a logical value is assigned to all grounded
predicates in a network, we have a possible world.
Using evidences, MLNs can produce Markov networks
that describe the probability of all possible combinations of
grounded clauses. We can then perform inference on these
Markov networks, usually by using approximate methods
such as MC-SAT [6]. Besides discrete evidence value, it is
also possible to consider continuous ones using an extension
called Hybrid Markov Logic Network (HMLN) [6]. Thanks
to the latter, we can thus consider predicates based on
continuous variables that contain our entropy values of the
activity levels.
5.2 Wavelet Model as Prior for HMLN
The wavelet-based sensor data model defined in Sec. 3.3 can
be used to predict the expected output of a particular sensor
based on historical data. From the expected output of all
the sensors, it is also possible to compute the normalized
entropy HˆW that represents the expected activity level for
the whole environment (see Fig. 1). The entropy Hˆ from
all the real sensors represents instead the current activity
level. These two activity levels, current and expected, are
compared by the following HMLN to determine whether
an anomalous situation is occurring.
We define two clauses to combine our sources of
information: one to check whether the current entropy is
7IsAnomaly(ti)
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H(ti)>H*^ ^
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TimeActive(ti,Door) > to
IsActive(ti,Motion) ∧ ( ti ⊂ Trest )
Fig. 7. Grounded Markov network from the predicates in (13), (14)
and (15). The blue nodes capture statistical differences between current
and expected activity levels. The yellow nodes instead implement
ad-hoc expert rules.
above a certain threshold, and the other to compare current
versus expected entropy. The occurrence of one or both
conditions indicates a potentially anomalous situation at
time ti, captured by the predicate IsStatisticAnomaly:
Hˆ(ti) ≥ Hˆ∗ ⇒ IsStatisticalAnomaly(ti)
Hˆ(ti) > HˆW (ti)⇒ IsStatisticalAnomaly(ti) . (13)
Here Hˆ∗ is the 90% of Hˆ . This threshold was first suggested
in [45] as a statistically meaningful indicator of anomaly.
The predicate in (13) and its clauses are represented by the
blue connected nodes in Fig. 7, which shows the graph of a
grounded HMLN at time ti.
An advantage of MLNs is that they can combine
different logical rules. This allows us to include additional
expert rules that describe “inappropriate behaviours”.
For AAL applications, such rules could be provided
by clinicians or professional carers and adapted to the
specific person being monitored. For example, typical
behaviours that are cause for concern in case of people with
cognitive impairments include wandering and repetitive
actions [46]. In our system these can be monitored by
means of motion detector and contact sensors on doors
and appliances. Their outputs determine the state of the
predicate IsActionAnomaly, which is implemented in our
HMLN as follows (see also yellow nodes in Fig. 7):
TimeActive(ti, Door) > t0 ⇒ IsActionAnomaly(ti)
IsActive(ti,Motion)∧(ti⊂Trest)⇒IsActionAnomaly(ti)
(14)
whereDoor is a contact sensor,Motion is a motion detector,
t0 is the minimum time of a door left open for considering it
an anomaly, and Trest is the resting time interval suggested
by some human expert (e.g. 11:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M.).
The two types of anomaly are finally combined by the
following IsAnomaly predicate (central node in Fig. 7):
IsStatisticAnomaly(ti) ∨ IsActionAnomaly(ti)
⇒ IsAnomaly(ti) . (15)
In Sec. 7.4 we will evaluate the anomaly detection with
and without the contribution of the expert rules in (14)
to better understand the contribution of the wavelet- and
entropy-based methods.
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Fig. 8. Smart-home sensors integration in ENRICHME.
6 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The solutions described in the previous sections have
been implemented in ENRICHME4, a research project
integrating ambient intelligence and robotics to provide
AAL services for elderly people wit mild cognitive
impairments [4]. The ENRICHME system monitors the
activity of these people at home, exchanging information
between a network of smart-home sensors, a mobile robot
and an auxiliary Ambient Intelligence Server (AIS) (see
Fig. 8). The latter consists of an embedded PC, located at
home, which acts as a multiprotocol gateway, collecting and
forwarding the information shared wirelessly between robot
and smart-home sensors for monitoring human motion,
doors/cupboards use, and energy consumption. The sensor
network is based on the Z-Wave communication protocol
and uses the OpenHAB middleware5, which supports
a wide range of different smart-home technologies with
a uniform interface, decoupling sensor information from
specific smart-home protocols and manufacturers [47].
The embedded PC for data recording and processing
is an Intel NUC i7-5557U CPU @ 3.10GHz with 8 GB of
RAM, running Linux OS Ubuntu 14.04 64 bits (see Fig. 9a).
The smart-home sensors are commercial Z-Wave wireless
devices produced by the Fibar Group6 (see Fig. 9b). These
sensors are small, easily deployable, widely available and
have a long battery life.
The anomaly detection system is implemented as a
Robot Operating System7 (ROS) module making use of
efficient MLN libraries for online inference [48]. ROS
provides a common framework for information exchange
between AIS and robot, so that the latter can easily access
the results of the HLMN inference engine. The HMLN can
be queried using evidence provided by any ROS source,
including the actual and expected house entropies obtained
from the sensors and the wavelet models, respectively. The
output of the inference process is also available to any other
node on the ROS network, for example to trigger a specific
robot behaviour or alert a remote telecare system.
4. http://www.enrichme.eu
5. http://www.openhab.org
6. http://www.fibaro.com
7. http://www.ros.org
8(a) AIS computer.
(b) Domotic sensors.
Fig. 9. Smart home devices in ENRICHME.
7 EXPERIMENTS
The performance of our proposed solutions were evaluated
using real data recorded from different scenarios. In this
sections, we will first describe two different datasets: one
already presented in [5] and one newly recorded. Then,
we will use them to evaluate the forecasting capabilities
of our wavelet sensor model compared to another similar
tool in the literature. Based on these wavelet models, we
will calculate the expected entropy levels of the testing
environments and finally demonstrate their use as priors
for anomaly detection.
7.1 Sensor Datasets
All the datasets were recorded using MongoDB, an
open-source cross-platform document-oriented database.
MongoDB is a NoSQL database program, using JSON-like
documents with schemas. Compared to traditional log
and spreadsheet files, this storage approach offers better
data management and manipulation, which is particularly
important for long-term datasets like ours. MongoDB
provides also efficient and flexible querying methods, so
we can easily retrieve any data interval, sensor set, or even
combine data from other sources [49].
The first dataset was collected in an office environment
(L-CAS dataset [5]) including: a lounge with sofas and
a coffee table; a kitchenette with various appliances and
cupboards for storing and preparing food; an entrance
and a workshop area. This dataset contains data from ten
different physical devices, which provided six different
types of sensor data readings: humidity, temperature, light,
energy consumption, motion, and binary contact (for door
activation). The sensors were located in five different
locations, and their data recorded every 30 seconds,
generating more than 400,000 data entries in total.
More than ten people were working in the L-CAS
premises during the recording. The sensors were mostly
concentrated in places where a rich set of activities were
typically performed (entering, exiting, eating, drinking,
resting, etc.). Fig. 10 illustrates our sensors’ deployment
and approximate area coverage. The dataset is split in two
parts: the first one, used for training, includes sensor data
continuously recorded for three months and a half; the
second one includes one week of data used for testing.
The new dataset was recorded in the apartment of an
elderly couple within the residential facilities of LACE
lounge
entrance
kitchen
workshop
Fig. 10. L-CAS dataset environment.
(a) LACE apartment’s layout.
(b) Living room of the LACE apartment.
Fig. 11. ENRICHME dataset environment.
9Dataset Sensors Locations Total num.
entries
Data
types People in dataset Duration (days)
L-CAS Motion, Binary Contact, Humidity, Light,Energy Consumption, Temperature
Entrance, Fridge, Kitchen, Lounge,
Workshop 492,441
Binary, Float,
Integer 12
104
7
ENRICHME Motion, Binary Contact, Light, EnergyConsumption, Temperature
Entrance, Fridge, Kitchen, Bathroom,
Bedroom, Livingroom, TV 33,838
Binary, Float,
Integer 2 31
TABLE 1
Dataset entries summary.
Housing8 as part of the ENRICHME project. It contains
one month of sensor data with five types of readings
(temperature, light, energy consumption, motion and door
activation), corresponding to approximately 33,000 entries
in total. The sensors covered most of the apartment
area, recording data from the entrance, the kitchen, the
living room, the main bedroom and the bathroom. Fig. 11
illustrates the approximate sensors’ position and area
coverage. The first three weeks of the dataset were used for
training, while the last week for testing. Table 1 summarizes
the locations, the sensors and the general characteristics of
the recorded datasets. 9
7.2 Performance of Wavelet-based Models
In the following subsections, we first present an empirical
method to select the best parameters of our wavelet-based
sensor model (Sec. 3.3), and then use the latter to predict the
expected sensor output in our datasets. Our wavelet-based
sensor modelling system is available 10 as a ROS action
server. This sofware allows creation, management and
querying multiple binary models.
7.2.1 Model Parameters Selection
A key step for the compact representation of sensor data
with our new model is the selection of the mother wavelet.
There are several methods to do this, but in general it is
common practice to choose a wavelet that better describes a
signal through minimization of a given parameter. Here we
propose to minimizes the RMSE of the reconstructed signal.
We tested a set of wavelets from four different families,
analysing different motion detection sequences as input
signals from the sensors used to estimate the activity
level. We compared the Daubechies, Haar, Biorthogonal
and Reverse Biorthogonal wavelet families by accurately
reconstructing signals with a large number of coefficients
(i.e. low threshold τ ). The signals were one-month long
sequences from the L-CAS dataset, transformed using a
1-level DWT decomposition.
We used the smallest coefficient threshold that produced
a non perfect reconstruction in all variants.
Among the reconstructed sequences, the ones using the
Reverse Biorthogonal family produced the lowest RMSE,
when compared to the original signals. Fig. 12 shows
different RMSE values using wavelets from the Reverse
Biorthogonal family. The best performance was obtained
8. http://lacehousing.org
9. Datasets are publicly available at LCAS website: ENRICHME
https://lcas.lincoln.ac.uk/wp/lace-house-domotic-sensors-dataset/
and LCAS https://lcas.lincoln.ac.uk/wp/research/
data-sets-software/l-cas-domotic-sensors-dataset/
10. https://github.com/LCAS/wtfacts
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Fig. 12. Minimum RMSE of reconstructed signals using different
Reverse Biorthogonal wavelets.
using the rbio3.1 wavelet, with small differences from other
wavelets of the same family (i.e. 0.25% < RMSE < 0.46%).
After selecting the mother wavelet, the second step
is to choose a threshold level for the coefficients. As
anticipated in Sec. 3.2, this threshold determines a subset of
meaningful coefficients, which should be as few as possible
but also enough to reconstruct the original signal with
good approximation. Because we are dealing with binary
sensors, using a subset of coefficients introduces an error
in the reconstruction, since the inverse transform generates
non-binary values. We therefore discretize the reconstructed
signal into a binary one, and measure the RMSE between the
latter and the original signal. This process can be observed
in Fig. 13, where the green subplot is the (non-binary)
inverse transform of the original signal (red subplot), and
the yellow one is the final binary prediction.
Fig. 14 illustrates the trade-off between the fidelity of
our wavelet model representation (in terms of RMSE) and
its size (as number of coefficients) for the Entrance motion
detector in the L-CAS dataset. The blue line shows the
decreasing number of coefficients as the threshold increases.
The red line shows instead the increasing reconstruction
error for the same threshold increase. We therefore chose
the lowest threshold (τ = 0.54) across all the wavelet sensor
models, allowing full reconstruction of all the signals in the
training dataset.
We can thus reconstruct these signals using a small
subset of coefficients and the inverse transform, discretized
into binary values to obtain the original sensor output. Our
wavelet-based model M in (7) is described therefore by
the subset of non-thresholded coefficients Cˆ , the mother
wavelet φ = rbio3.1, the decomposition level Q = 1, the
threshold τ = 0.54, the number of samples N = 89200, the
sampling frequency fs = 1/30 Hz. and the time reference
t0 = 1510012800 s (POSIX time).
10
Fig. 13. Example of FreMEn and Wavelet predictions for the Lounge
motion detector in the L-CAS dataset.
Fig. 14. Coefficient thresholding effect on the signal reconstruction error
for a particular wavelet and sensor. The abscissa is in logarithmic scale.
7.2.2 Model Training and Forecasting
We divided our datasets (see Table 1) into two folds: one
for training and one for testing the prediction. In the L-CAS
dataset, we used the first three months of sensor data for
training and then one week for testing. The ENRICHME
dataset had a smaller number of entries, so we used three
weeks for training and one week for testing.
In order to evaluate the prediction quality of our
wavelet sensor model, we compared it to another tool
called Frequency Map Enhancement (FreMEn) [15], which
was originally developed for robotics applications but
then applied also to smart-home sensors [8]. FreMEn
is a method that allows to model periodic changes of
the environment using Fourier-based spectral analysis. It
considers the probability of the environment’s state to
be a function of time, represented by a (compressed)
combination of harmonic components. The problem of
Presence detectors
Sensor
Average
Sensor
Location Entry Kitchen Lounge Workshop
Precision
(%)
W 63.0 65.3 61.0 53.5 63.3
F 48.4 50.3 44.9 37.9 46.3
Recall
(%)
W 57.1 69.8 62.4 51.5 63.0
F 70.8 66.5 42.1 47.7 60.6
Accuracy
(%)
W 88.3 80.2 87.4 97.6 88.4
F 59.8 58.1 70.5 72.1 65.1
F1 score
(%)
W 59.9 67.5 61.7 52.5 63.2
F 57.5 57.2 43.4 42.2 52.5
TABLE 2
Comparison between predictions from Wavelet (W) and FreMEn (F)
models in the L-CAS dataset.
Presence detectors Door sensors
Sensor
Average
Sensor
Location Bathroom Bedroom Kitchen Living room Entrance Fridge
Pre.
(%)
W 94.0 93.9 89.8 87.3 99.6 99.6 94.0
F 95.8 95.6 92.8 89.5 99.7 99.6 95.5
Rec.
(%)
W 93.3 93.8 90.1 87.3 99.6 99.4 93.9
F 90.8 84.2 66.5 59.0 81.3 83.1 77.5
Acc.
(%)
W 88.1 88.6 82.1 77.9 99.3 99.1 89.2
F 87.7 81.5 65.5 58.4 81.1 82.9 76.2
F1
(%)
W 93.6 93.9 90.0 87.3 99.6 99.5 94.0
F 93.3 89.5 77.5 71.1 89.6 90.6 85.3
TABLE 3
Comparison between predictions from Wavelet (W) and FreMEn (F)
models in the ENRICHME dataset.
Fourier-based methods though is that they are usually
not suitable for describing sparse (i.e. non periodic) or
very short events, at least not without considering a very
large number of harmonics, which is impractical for many
applications. In these experiment we aim to demonstrate
how the wavelet-based model overcomes some of those
limitations in delivering more reliable sensor predictions.
To start with, Tab. 2 presents some statistics of the
predictions in the L-CAS dataset. For all the considered
metrics, we can see that our new wavelet model clearly
outperforms the frequency-based one. In particular, the
wavelet model performs much better in terms of accuracy.
Tab. 3 presents also some results on the ENRICHME dataset.
In this case, the precision of FreMEn is slightly higher than
our wavelet model, probably due to the periodic nature of
the activities in the considered scenario. FreMEn indeed
captures all the most relevant frequency components, so
the predicted activations can be very precise (i.e. high
number of true positives). However, for the recall, which
considers the correct predictions over the total number of
real activations, we can observe a significant improvement
of the wavelet models compared to FreMEn, since the latter
is not able to predict some of the sensor activations. This
improvement is further confirmed by the F1 score and the
accuracy, also shown in the same table.
The wavelet model can also capture very short peaks
of sensor signal. Fig. 13 illustrates the real temporal
evolution of a sensor (red), the activation probability
and prediction computed by FreMEn (blue and purple,
respectively), the output of our wavelet model (green)
and its binarized version (yellow). Due to the limitations
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Fig. 15. Average activation of the Lounge motion detector (L-CAS
dataset) over a week from real sensor data (top), FreMEn model and
wavelet model.
of the frequency-only representation, FreMEn fails to
reproduce the original sensor data, whereas our wavelet
model provides a reasonably good approximation of it.
The improvement can be further appreciated in Fig. 15,
where the FreMEn and wavelet models of the same sensor
are compared over a week-time period, showing that the
average daily activation of the sensor is better predicted by
our model.
7.3 Performance of Activity Representation
In the following sub-sections we illustrate the performance
of our system to represent human activities using the
normalized entropy method in Sec. 4 and comparing the
expected levels of activity to the actual ones.
7.3.1 Real vs. Predicted Entropies
We compared the entropies of human activity predicted by
our wavelet model with the actual ones computed on both
datasets.
We used three popular metrics to measure the statistical
similarity between these two entropies: RMSE, correlation
coefficient, and explained variance.
Table 4 illustrates the good performance of our solution
in predicting the entropy of human activities, showing
better results than a FreMEn-based approach. We can also
see that the entropy predicted by our wavelet model is
slightly better for the ENRICHME dataset compared to the
L-CAS dataset (i.e. lower RMSE; higher correlation and
explained variance). However, for both cases, our results
confirms that real and predicted entropies are reasonably
similar and, therefore, that the wavelet-based model is
suitable to forecast the level of activity in the environment.
7.3.2 Examples of Activity Forecasting
As explained in Sec. 4, human activities can be represented
by the normalized entropy of the environment. Fig. 16
illustrates two examples of such entropy calculated from
Dataset Model RMSE(%)
Correlation
(%)
Explained
Variance (%)
L-CAS W 23.1 68.0 36.2F 25.7 60.5 16.2
ENRICHME W 20.2 74.2 51.6F 21.1 65.2 27.6
TABLE 4
Measures of similarity between real and predicted entropies of human
activity in the L-CAS and ENRICHME datasets using Wavelet (W) and
FreMEn (F) models.
the real sensors and predicted by our wavelet-based model.
In particular, the red graph shows the real normalized
house entropy (as percentage) based on the available sensor
setups. The blue graph is the predicted entropy at the same
time, using the wavelet models of our sensors.
Fig. 16a is based on the ENRICHME dataset, collected
in the relatively quiet apartment of an elderly couple. The
figure refers to a typical morning of the two residents. The
predicted entropy of their activities differs from the real one
of less than 10%, with only two significant exceptions: in
the morning, around 10:00, the activity’s level was higher
than expected (about 20% error between real and predicted
entropies); a little later, around 11:30, the real activity’s
entropy decreased sharply a few minutes after the usual
time (still about 20% error). These differences between real
and predicted data, however, are understandable under
normal variations of the resident’s schedule, which cannot
be predicted by our model. It is worth to notice that the latter
is able to predict a very sharp transition, where the activity’s
entropy goes from high to no activity at all. This shows
the capability of our system to consider high-frequency
elements in its wavelet-based model.
Fig. 16b refers instead to the activity of a non-typical
Friday afternoon in the L-CAS offices. The real entropy
(red) shows that it was a particularly busy day, with
a high activity level for most of the time. However, a
significant decrease of the entropy between 18:00 and 19:00,
when most of the researchers left the office, is followed
by another increase between 19:00 and 20:00, when some
people came back. The activity remained then relatively
high for the rest of the evening, which was unusual.
The entropy’s prediction (blue) is able to capture several
important trends of the activity levels, including a few small
negative peaks between 17:00 and 18:00 hours, which are
probably due to some researchers leaving the office, and the
sharp decrease around 18:00 hours, when most of them left.
Our model captures also some of the evening activities and
the entropy’s increase between 19:00 and 20:00. Although
after this time there a significant difference between real and
predicted entropies, due to the unusual presence of people
on a Friday night, the general trends of the activity’s entropy
are correctly captured by our prediction system.
7.4 Performance of Anomaly Detection
In this final set of experiments we compare our HMLN
for anomaly detection (Sec. 5 and 6), which integrates
wavelet and entropy-based activity priors, to other existing
approaches.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 16. Examples of real vs. predicted entropies computed on the ENRICHME (a) and L-CAS (b) datasets during a 5-hours interval.
Gaussian1D LOFDetector HMLN HMLN*
Gaussian1D 100 14.3 8.4 8.1
LOFDetector 2.1 100 19.5 19.2
HMLN 2.0 31.3 100 98.8
HMLN* 1.9 31.3 100 100
TABLE 5
Percentage of anomalies detected by a particular method (row) that are
also detected by another one (column) in the L-CAS dataset.
The normalized entropy computed by our system can
be used indeed as a time series for unsupervised anomaly
detection. Here we evaluate our HMLN-based anomaly
detector against two state-of-the-art unsupervised methods
from a previous statistical framework [50]. We consider in
particular the following anomaly detectors11:
• Gaussian1D – A frequentist anomaly detection
method that assumes the intput data is gaussian,
searching for low likelihood values.
• LOFEstimator – This method relies on local
deviations of the density of a given sample with
respect to its neighbors. It is local in the sense that the
anomaly score depends on how isolated the object is
from the surrounding neighborhood.
To compare our HLMN to the above methods, we first
count the number of anomalies that each detector has in
common with the other two. The results are summarized
in Table 5 and 6 for the L-CAS and ENRICHME datasets,
respectively. For a fair comparison, the tables include also a
variant of our method (HMLN*) that does not implement
any expert rule, but considers only statistical anomalies
based on activity entropy. We can see that all the anomalies
reported by the HMLN* with no rules are also reported
by the original HMLN, but not the opposite, as expected.
The results show also that our HMLN approach shares
a significant number of detections with the other two
statistical methods. In particular, our solutions enable a
more balanced detector that captures a reasonable number
of anomalies from both Gaussian1D and LOFEstimator.
To identify the best one among these detection systems,
but lacking a consistent and reliable annotation of true
anomalies, we used the method proposed by Lamiroy
& Sun [51] to estimate precision and recall, and from
these compute the F1 score. Although not accurate in
absolute terms, this approach has been shown to be
useful for ranking different binary classifiers in absence of
11. See the open-source framework for real-time anomaly detection –
https://github.com/MentatInnovations/datastream.io
Gaussian1D LOFDetector HMLN HMLN*
Gaussian1D 100 25.0 77.4 64.8
LOFDetector 14.0 100 20.0 16.7
HMLN 38 17.5 100 84.0
HMLN* 37.8 17.4 100 100
TABLE 6
Percentage of anomalies detected by a particular method (row) that are
also detected by another one (column) in the ENRICHME dataset.
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Fig. 17. F1 score comparison for the considered methods using our
HMLN anomaly detector (a) without and (b) with expert rules.
ground-truth. Fig. 17 summarizes our results for the two
datasets. In particular, if no expert rules are considered
(HMLN*, Fig. 17a), our approach performs always better
than the other two methods. If the rules are taken into
account though (HMLN, Fig. 17b), the relative performance
of our anomaly detector increases for the ENRICHME
dataset, but decreases for the L-CAS one. The reason of such
change is that our expert rules were specifically designed for
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the AAL scenarios in the former dataset. This shows indeed
that it is possible to ’tune’ the sensibility of our anomaly
detection system in case additional expert knowledge is
available, which is a desired feature in many applications.
8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a new approach for wavelet-based
temporal modelling of smart binary sensors, which we used
to forecast levels of human activity in dynamic indoor
environments. We also proposed an original application of
HMLNs combining real and predicted entropies of human
activity with expert rules to detect potential anomalies.
Our solutions have been evaluated using two large public
datasets, one of which newly collected from a real elderly
home, to demonstrate their effectiveness.
Although the proposed wavelet temporal model can be
applied to any arbitrary signal, our current implementation
focused only on binary sensor data, partly because it
simplifies the subsequent entropy-based representation of
human activities. It remains to be studied how analog smart
sensors (e.g. light, temperature) can also be integrated and
exploited by our system.
Finally, despite the flexibility of HMLNs, there are still
limitations in the way logic rules are formulated and
their weights learned, which requires particular attention
and fine tuning to guarantee the convergence of the
training process. Also, the time required by the latter grows
exponentially with the number and complexity of the rules,
which can be a problem in case a richer spectrum of
human activities and sensor data is considered. Possible
alternatives combining deep neural networks and symbolic
representations, like Logic Tensor Networks [52], could
potentially overcome some of these problems and enable
more powerful inference systems for anomaly detection.
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